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Equivalence of program schemes is an undecidable problem even for a very 
rP.qtricted class of schemes [5,4]. I-Iowever, more interesting from the practical point 
of view, are algorithms deciding the functional (or more strongly) equivalence in 
some “good” classes of schemes. These positive results help us to develop the theory 
of program optimization and verification. The most remarkable decidability results 
proved in [ 101 and [l], give us complete knowledge of all the possibilities of 
equivalent transformations in schemes under consideration. 
In this paper, we propose an algorithm deciding the functional equivalence in 
the class of schemes we call through schemes. A characteristic feature of computation 
of a through scheme under a free interpretation is that the transition from a current 
test to the next one is done without losing the values of the terms on which the 
predicate is checked in the current test. In addition, each predicate is checked on 
a collecti c 3;; cd di”ferent terms corresponding to the different variables. 
The decision algorithm described will be useful for constructing methods for 
search of program invariants, which are necessary in program optimization, transfor- 
mation and verification. 
We consider flowchart program schemes introduced first in [5]. Let Z, 9, P be 
denumerable sets of variables, functional and predicate symbols, res 
let d(f) be the arity of a symbol f E 2%~ 9% 9; definition, we set 
x E 2; false, true E P, d (false) = d (titie) = 0. Let be the set of’ funetil;rnai terms 
over (Z9 S), and let Pterm be the set cf predicate terms (tests) over (g9 %, 9 j, i.e., 
terms of the form p( t, ., . . . , t,), where p E .P, t, , 
Denote by t[t,/x,, . . . ) 
substitution of the term ti for all occurrences o 
. 
wrate cp i 7 if a. ter 
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A program sclxme is a finite directed graph (contra! Sow graph) 
containing nodes of five types: 
(i) assignment no&s with assignments 
y:=f(x,,...,x,) or y:=x1 
having one outgoing arc; the variable y is the result and variables xl, . . , x, (or 
x,) are arguments of this node, f~ S9 n = d (f ) 2 9. 
(ii) branch no es with tests p(q) . . . , x,,,) having two outgoing arcs labellzd by 
two truth values true and false (or + and - for short), respectively; variables 
XI,*** 3 x, are the arguments of the branch, p E 9, m = d( p ) 2 0. 
(iii) one or more halt nodes, halt( x, , . . . , xk) without outgoing arcs; variables 
Xl,*.*, X& are the arguments of the node, k 2 0. 
(iv) loop nodes without outgoing arcs, which symbolize infinite computations. 
(v) start node, start(y, . . . , y,) without ingoing and exactly one outgoing arc; 
variables yl, . . . , yr (la 0) are th e results of the start node; any scheme has only 
one start node. 
.2. The termal value t(w, T) of a term r on the path w in a scheme is 
defined recursively: 
where x, 9.. . , x, are all variables of the term r; t( w, x) = x, if the path w does not 
contain any assignment to variable x; t( w, x) = T, if the path w consists of a single 
assignment x := r; 
t(w 7)= t(w2, m(w,Y*)lYb* l 9, t(%Ym)\lYrnl, 
if the path w = wl w, is the concatenation of paths w, and w2, and y, , . . . , y, are 
ail variables of the term t( w2, 7). 
.3. A through scheme is a program scheme satisfying the following two 
conditions. 
(Tl) For each of two branches A, i? lying on a path from start to halt and for 
each path w going from A to B containing only assignment nodes 
VxEArg(A)SyEArg(B) X-=Z t(w,y) 
holds. 
(T2) For each branch A and for all paths w from start to the node A 
Vx,yEArg(A) x#y + t(w,x)# t(w,y). 
le of two equivalent hrough schemcj is shown in Fig. 1. The condition 
(T1) means that any computation of a through scheme under a free interpretation 
a test p( t, , . . . 9 t,) to the next test the 
c; -K t;. 
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Fig. 1. Two equivalent through schemes. 
The condition (T2) means that in any computaticn of a through scheme under a 
free internr~tgtinn the +p=+c arp An**@ on difierent terms cnrrespcxding to different y .UC.V.. Cl.” .I”.” ULY YV..‘I 
variables. Unfortunately, the problem of verifying this condition is undecidable. In 
fact, the Post corresponding probiem [7] can be reduced to this problem in the 
following way. Let (H,, Hz) be a Post system 
W=(LYI,..-Al), Hz=(P,,.*.&l), 
wheren>Oandq ,..., (v,,& ,..., p,, are words of some alphabet. Then the scheme 
S( H, , Hz) shown in Fig. 2 satisfies the condition (T2j iff the system (HI, H,) has 
Fig. 2. The scheme S( 
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no solu:ion. Note also that scheme S(H,, I&) satisfies (TI). Besides, the scheme 
S( El,, Hz) is free iff the Post system (N;, I&) has no solution. That means the 
C,O&cida’bi’lity of freedon‘ proper=y r . . . rOf prograIll schemes SaiiSfjliil$ tk conditton 
(TO 
2. e se attice of acyclic 
A semilattice of marks described in [9] will be used to construct an algorithm 
deciding the equivalence of through schemes. 
2.1. A mark (over (2, 9,P)) is a functional network 
P = ( V, Sym, 0, 
where V = (z+> is a finite set of nodes and each node Oi = {cj} is a finite set of 
elements. A symbol Sym( c) E %J 9 u 9 is assigned to each element c of a ndde. 
r is a successor function: d(Sym(c)) arcs go out frem each element c, and T(c, i) 
denotes the node, to which the ith outgoing arc of c goes in. In our Fig. 3 containing 
mark examples, we represent nodes by ovals while their elements are represented 
by rectangles allocated inside ovals. 
<true = p(x,y)> 
* 
Fig. 3. Two examples of mark transformer applications. 
Each mark ju. determines a set as(p) of assertions of two kinds: assertions of the 
form x = t, where x E %, t E T, are interpreted as “the value of a variable x is equal 
to the value of a term t”, and assertions of the form A = p( tl, . . . , t,), where A E {true, 
false}, p( t, , . . . , t,) c Pterm, n 2 0, are interpreted as “the result of a test p(~, , . . . , t,,) 
is A”. For example, the mark pl in Fig. 3 determines the assertion set 
(x =f(y), true = pb, Y), true = p(f(y), Y 11. 
be the zero mark wi 
ele 
e set of al”1 acyclic 
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For marks, a binary meet operation /\ : A@‘-) a reduction operation red : 
M and two families of monotone transformers 
(effect of an assrgnr&ent)* 
(effect of a test 7z- with result A > 
are defined. A partial order s on marks is defined by @L1 s p2 iff pl A pL2 = p, ) and 
the monotonicity of a mark transformer A means that 
see [9] for details. Two examples of mark transformer apphcations are shown in 
Fig. 3. Note that all marks used in algorithm 91 will be acyclic functional networks, 
and the semilattice of acyclic marks is bounded, i.e., each descending chain in 
is finite. 
We introduce hsre some other mark transformers. First of all the mark transfor 
(stadx, 9 . . . , x,)): M + M (start effect) 
gives a mark (start(x, , . . . , x,))p = p’ containing exactly n(n a 0) nodes q , . . . , v,,, 
where each node has a single element cj, Sym(c,) = xi, i = 1, . . . , n. 
For a path w in a program scheme the mark transformer 
g, : M + M (effect of a path w) 
is introduced as the composition of transformers corresponding to the nodes of the 
path w: 
if w is an empty path; 
if the path w consists of a single 
start node start (x, , . . . , x,,); 
&V(P) = I (x := t) g,&), if w = wrAa, where A is a node with an assignment 
X :== t, and a is its outgoing arc; 
(A = n-J g,,,(p), if w = w’Aa, where A is a branch with test 
nA and a is its outgoing A-arc, A E {true,false}. 
One more mark transformer (forget) : M + transforms an arbitrary mark ,U E 
(forget)p in the foll 
then we define fi 
let the mark $ be obtained from /L& 
which Sym(c)~ .9; then we define a;i =red($). 
Informally, the transformer (forget) deletes fr 
equations of the form x = y, where x, y E 2” 
P(%, - : ’ L) e,false}, p E 9, x1, . 
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e transformation ‘so fre,- schemes 
TIeorem 3.1. 1E~~~ch through scheme can be eflectiveiy transformed illto an eqzrivaknt 
free through scheme. 
roof. The required transformation will be done in three steps. The first step 
transforms the given through scheme to ZT, eqdi*;a!cnt reduced scheme satisfying 
the following conditions: 
(1) any node of the scheme is reachable from the start; 
(2) there exists a path from any node (except for loops) to a halt node; 
(3) each assignment node has a single ingoing arc. 
This transformation can be easily done by applications of three simple rules 
preserving the equivalence of schemes: 
(1) each node unreachable from the scheme start can be deleted; 
(2) each fragment without halts and outgoing arcs can be replaced by a loop; 
(3) 
I 2 1 2 
d$ - x:=t x t := 
1 i 
Note that the set ti of all reduced marks over (X, 0,9,), where X,, P, are the 
sets of variable and predicate symbols, respectively, occurring in S, is finite. 
In the second step, we transform a reduced through scheme S to an equivalent 
through scheme S’ by copying nodes of S. We index nodes in S’ by marks from A?. 
If S Ftarts with a start node, start(x,, . . . , x,,) and its outgoing arc goes to a node 
A, then the outgoing arc of the start node, start(x,, . . . , x,) in S’ will go to the node 
A[(start(x,, . . . , 1. If A is a node with an assignment x := t in S and the outgoing 
arc of A goes to a node B, then the outgoing arc of a node A[ V] in S’, v E fi, will 
t)v]. If A is a branch with a test rlrp, in S and the 
ode l&( A E (true, false}), then the A-arc of a branch 
will go to the node &[(A = 44. 
For A E {true,false}, a predicate term CT is called A-redundant on a yath w if 
w = wlAwl, where A is a branch node with test T, t( w, CT) = t( w, 9 ST) and the path 
w2 begins with the A-arc of It follows from the construction of the scheme S’ 
that if the test v of a branch A[-] in S’ is A-redundant on some path coming to 
A[&j for some A E {true, false}, then n is A-redundant on all paths coming to A[p] 
and ( = ?;)p = p. 
-redundant on any 
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start (x, $. . . ,xn 7 
Fig. 4. A transforma;ion to achieve the separate memories condition. 
(A = + = I_C. Without losing generality we can assume the A-arc of A[p] going to 
a node different from A[p], since otherwise we could insert a degenerate assignment 
node: 
NOW, on the third step we replace the branch A[p] in S’ by a cohection of arcs: 
aI l ” f& Ql ak 
I . . . 
b 
if there exkts A E {true, false} such that (A = v)y = p. The result of replacing is a 
free scheme. II 
Therefore, the equivalence problem for through schemes can be reduced to the 
equivalence problem for reduced free through schemes. Let S, , S2 be reduced free 
through schemes. Applying an equivalent transformation, as shown in Fig. 4, we 
construct free schemes Si , S:, S, - S{ , Sz - SG, satisfying the following separate 
memories condition: 
(*) if a variable x occurs in both schemes Si, Si, then neither S’, nor Sk contains 
any assignment to x. 
The main idea of the decision a 
ee 
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condition. This graph S, x fZ can be considered as a non-deterministic scheme, 
which simulates synchronous computations of both schemes S, and S?. 
Let Xi, Pi be the sets of variables and predicate symbols, respectively, occurring 
in scheme Si* i = I, 2, X = X! u X2, P = lD1 u P, u {true, false}. Let K be the finite 
set of all marks over (X, 0, P). 
Any node of the schemes S, , S, different from assignment and start node is called 
a key node. For branch nodes A, B, a variable y E Arg( B) and p E 
%$,(A, B9 fi)=(t: (y = t)~as(p) and term t 
contains only variables of the scheme 
containing the node A}; 
le( A, 8, p) = (B is a halt node or a loop and A is a branch) 
V(A, B are branches) 
&WY E Arg( BW_,. E ~,(A, B, P ), 
Vx E Arg( A) x i n&Jy: y E Arg( B)]), 
where 7~~ is the test of the node B, 
eq(A, 4 p) = MA, B, P) & le(B, A, P)= 
Informally, the condition Ie( A, B, p) can be interpreted as an assertion about 
synchronous computation state, namely, the A-computation does not pass ahead 
of B-computation, when the computation of the first scheme has reached the node 
A, the computation of the second scheme has reached the node B and the equations 
of aa( p) are true for this state. Note also, the condition eq( A, B, p) is equivalent to 
&vyEArg(B)3xeArg(A) (x=y)Eas(p) 
for acyclic marks p. 
Our algorithm ‘?I will use a three-dimensional table TT, in which a mark 
=[A, B, p] from M will be stored for all branches A, B of schemes S, , S, 
respectively, and for all marks (FL E K satisfying eq( A, B, p). 
node of the graph S, x S7 is a triple [A B, p], where A, B are key nodes of 
schemes S, , SZ, respectively, and p E M, p Z . From each node in S, x S2, at most 
four arcs go out, among them we distinguish &-arcs and &arcs, each of these arcs 
being a true- or false-arc. 
orit The first stage of algorithm ‘3 is the initialization Let Wi (i = I, 2) 
be the unique bath in Si which begins with a start node, continues by only assignment 
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initialized by the mark If eq( A I ) A2 9 po) holds, we set 
The second stage of the algorithm ?I consists of iteration of three steps (described 
below) until the reachable unprocessed nodes of the graph SI x SZ become exhausted. 
(Processing of Q node v). Let v = [A, B, @J be a reachable unprocessed 
Step 1 (Drawing S, -arcs of u): If 1 le(A, B, p) & Ie( B, A, p) then v does not %ve 
any S-arc. Otherwise let w, (A =true, false) be the path in S, which begins with 
the A-arc of A, ccntinues by only assignment nodes and ends with an arc, going to 
a key node CJ in S, . We construct the marks pJ = g,, ((A = Q)P) for A = trqfalse, 
where mA is the test of the branch A. 
0, = 1, then the node v has no-A-arcs. Otherwise, in the case 1 eq(C,, B, pJ) 
r: J-arc from v to vj = [Cd, B, pd] is drawn and in the case eq( CL, B, pJ), the marks 
@A = (forget)pJ and u, = TIC’,, B, &J/jpJ are constructed, an element in the 
table 77 is changed TT[ C3, B, fiJ] := vj and a A-arc from v to a node uj = 
[ C3, B, u,J is drawn. All arcs drawn at this step are called &-arcs of the graph 
S, x S2. The new nodes created at this step are declared reachable and unprocessed. 
Step 2 (Drawing &-arcs ofv): If 1 le( B, A, p) & le(A, B, p.) then u does not have 
any &-arc. Otherwise let w, (A = true, false) be the path in S2 which begins with 
the A-arc of B, continues by only assignment nodes and ends with ;ln arc going to 
a key node L?,: in SZ . We construct the marks pJ = g,,.J ((A = T&L) for A = true,false, 
where nB is the test of the branch B. 
If pj = B, then the node v has no A-arcs. Otherwise, in the case *-I eq(A, DA, p-d, 
ZI. A-arc tkcar’i- v to vA =[A, DA, pJ] is drawn and in the case eq(.A, DA, pj), the 
marks Fd = (‘forgeLjpA and v, = T;T[A, DA, fi4]/\pJ are constructed, an element in 
the table TT is changed U[ A, DA, i&j := v3 and a A-arc from v to a node VA = 
[A, DA, vj3 is drawn. All arcs drawn at this step a:e called &-arcs of the graph 
S, x S,. The new nodes created at this step are declared reachable and unprocessed. 
Step 3 (Geck for failure): Algorithm % halts with a failure if, for the node 
v = [A, B, p], at least one of the following conditions is true 
(3a) A is a halt, halt@, , . . . , x,,), B is a halt, halt(y,, . . . , y,,), where m # n or 
3i(lS is n) (xi =y,)$Z as(p); 
(3b) one of the nodes A, B is a halt node and the ot 
(3~) there exists a path v1 ) v2, . . . , 211, in S, x SZ such that vk = v, k > 1, and 
If the conditions (3aj-(3c) do not 
processed one and the algorithm ?I co 
reachable unprocessed nodes of S, x S,. 
able nodes in S, ‘ri SZ %GZGX~ 3~ 
the node v, then v is 
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core .3. The algorithm 8’1 halts for all pairs of reduced free through schemes 
satisfying the separate memories conditions. 
roof. Since every reac able node in S, x S, is processed exactly once, it is sufficient 
to prove the finiteness of the set of reachable nodes. 
To this end, we split the set of all reachable nodes into two subsets: 
u, = {[A, 4 44: edA, 4 d1, 
Let { Ui = [Ai, Biy pi]) (i 2 0) be the sequence of various reachable nodes consecu- 
tively created by the algorithm ‘?I. For fixed nodes A, B irl S, and Sz, respectively, 
and for a mark p E K. satisfying eqlA, B, p) let us consider a subsequence 
defined by the requireurent 
W tAi, = A) & (Bi, = B) & ((forget)yi, = /L). 
It follows from the construction of S, x S2 that Vj,i, > p,,,, , i.e., we have a descending 
chain of the semilattice M. 
The finiteness of the set U, follows now from 
- finiteness of the node sets of S, and Sz, and 
- finiteness of the mark set K, and 
- boundedness of the semilattice M. 
The finiteness of Uz is a consequence of the fact that the distance of any node of 
L$ from nodes of U, or from entrance arc of S, x S, does not exceed (due to the 
check of the condition (3~)) the product of node numbers for S, and S2. q 
Any path w in S, x S2 has some prototypes in schemes S, and S2 whl,ch will be 
called projections of the path w. 
.I. For i = 1,2, we set 
Prit w, = 
empty path, if w is an empty path, 
wi, if w=a,, 
where a0 is the entrance arc of S, x S2 and wi is the path in Si beginning with a 
start node passing only t t nodes and ending with an arc going to 
a key node; 
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where a is an arc of a node v in S, X S2, but not an S-arc; 
pr,( w) = pr;( w’)AiWi, if W = W'Vl.2, 
where a is an Si-arc of a node v = [A, , AZ, p] in S, X Sz, Wi is a path in Si beginning 
with a A-arc of Ai, passing only through assignment nodes and ending with an arc 
going to a key node, and a is the A-arc. 
. [f S, + S, thePz algorithm % halts with failure. 
roof. We come to a contradiction assuming that S, + S2 and that ‘)!I halts with 
success. We say a path w in S, x S2 is compatible with an interpretation I, if pr,( w) 
and pr2( w) are some initial segments of the execution paths in S, and S2, correspond- 
ing to the interpretation I. Let I be an interpretaticn under which the schemes S, 
and Sz show di4erent behaviour val( S, , I) # vai( S2, I), i.e., either just one of these 
values is defined or both values are defined and not equal. The number leni of 
S-arcs of a path w in S, X S2 is called S-length of W. Let Wi (i = 1,2) be the execution 
path in Si corresponding to the interpretation I. Now we prove that for every n, , n2 
such that ni does not exceed the number of branch occurrences in wi (i = 1,2), there 
exists a path w in S, x Sz compatible with I and Vi = 1,2 Ien, 2 ni. We begin 
this path w with entrance arc a, and continue the construction of w by adding new 
nodes and arcs. Suppose a path w’ compatible with 1 and ending with an arc going 
to v = [A,, AZ, p] is constructed, and assume len,J w’) < nk for some k, k E { 1,2). 
Then at least one of the nodes A,, A2 is a branch and v has at least one outgoing 
arc. Consider WC possible cases. 
Case 1: The node v has at least one Sk-arc. In this case we choose A E (true, false) 
so that the path wk in Sk is a continuation of prk (w’) along the A-arc of kk, and 
A= not A. If the node u had no A-arz among its &-arc5 theri according to 
construction of S, x Sz this would mean (A = -AI,) E as(p), i.e., the A-redundance 
of the test in t5e branch node Ak on path pr,( w’) or on path pr2( w’). This contradicts 
the assumption that wl, w2 are execution paths in S, and S2. Mence, there is a A-arc 
a among Sk-arcs of v, and taking w”= W'VQ, we obtain a path compatible with I 
and can continue the construction of w by adding nodes and arcs to w”. 
Case 2: The node has no &-arcs. Suppose k = 2 (the symmetric case k = 1 cm 
be considered similarly). In this case v has at least one S-arc and we construct 
compatible with I continuations of a,,’ exactly as in Case by adding new nodes 
and S-arcs until a node Z, s ‘ng a S,-arc occurs. When sue a node is reached, we 
choose this S2-arc for continuation. If all compatible with I continuations of W’ go 
along nodes without &-arcs then there exists a cycle in S, x S2 assing only thro~.~ 
nodes from U2, and we come to a contradiction to the successful halting of %. 
Thus if exactly one of the values val(S,, I) and va 
w constructed above comes to a node v satisfying 
halt with success. Suppse now both va!(Si, I) 
e v=[ 
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is a halt node, halt(y; , . . . , ym). The assumption of successfully halting 91 implies 
m=nandVi(l < i G n) (Xi = yi) E as(p). Hence, for all paths W’ coming to v (and 
in particular for w) we have Vi (1. I -E * s n) t(pr,( w’), Xi) = f(pr2( w’), yi). This is a 
direct contradiction to val(S,, I) Z val(S,, I). Cl 
To prove the successfully halting of % for Sl - Is,, some auxiliary notions will be 
introduced. The notion of quasifree interpretation differs from the notion of a free 
interpretation [2] only in that a quasifree interpretation assigns arbitrary terms to 
variables; for free interpretations I, I(x) = x for x E X always holds. But for a 
quasifree interpretation I you can choose 1(x) =f(x) or I(x) = g(y, j(x)). We set 
10) = U(xl)lx,, l l l 9 I(x,,)/x,J for a term t E T over variables x, , . . . , x,, and 
for a test y( t, , . . . , Q. 
efioiaion 5.3. We say a quasifree interpretation I is compatible with a mark p E M 
(p z I), if for I all assertions from as(p) hold, i.e. 
(x=r)Eas(p) * I(x)= I(r) 
(9=7r)Eas(p) + I(g)=A. 
Cl(p) will denote the set of all quasifree interpretations compatible with p. We set 
nlnrr PT/l\ a13u L1\1J = 0 by definition. 
Two nodes A, B (from different or the same program scheme) are called p- 
equivalent (notation A -P B), if 
WI E CI(p) val(&, I) =val(&, I), 
where SA denotes a scheme obtained from the scheme containing the node A, by 
replacing the start node by a start node whose outgoing arc is drawn to A. This 
definition implies two following properties 
Pl 5s l-42 =3 CI(p2) c CI(p,) 
Suppose a well-ordering G of the variable set X 3s fixed. Then the base variable 
set base(p) of a mark p E is defined by 
base(p) = {x:Vt E T (x = t) E as(p) --“r Ely E X t = y) 
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An interpretation I E Cl(p) is called minimal, if for all x E Xp 
I x, if x c base(p), I(x)= c, 
1 
if(x= t) E as(p) for some term t over 
variables from base(p). 
We denote MCI(p) the set of all minimal quasifree interpretations compatible with 
lu9 CI(p) E U(p). Two interpretations I,, I2 are said to be consistent (notation 
Ii = Iz), if I*( 7r) = Z.J 71) for all te 4ts 7~. 
(I) )VI E CI(pj WE MCI(p) I = I’ 
0 
(3) 
VI E CI(cl.)VIk MCI(p) 
(14’) * (WE T I(t)= r(l’(t)))&(VSval(S, I)= I(val(S, I’)) 
VI E CI(t_c) val(S,, I) = val(&, I) 
@WE MCI(p) val(S,, I’) = val(&, I’). 
Thlus the minimum quasifree interpretations play the same role with respect to 
quasifree interpretations as free interpretations play with respect to all interpreta- 
tions. The proof of Proposition 5.4 is similar to that of Lemma 1.2 in [2]. 
55 Let A -I* B for a branch node with test TA, pj = (d = rA)p _for 
d E (true, A&-ej and let the d-arc of A go to a zode AA. 7%~ A3 zcr, B. 
roof. If 1 c CI(& then val(SA, 1) Eval(SAA, I) by the definition of the value of 
the scheme SA under interpretation I, so that AJ mcrb A. From A hc( B and pA 2 p 
it follows A - pi B and the transitivity of the CL,-equivalence implies Aj cycr~ B. Cl 
rogosition 5Ak sq?px c? t.ha t A ccr ,R f&r n.&ex ,A.& in w-&~-m C- C-. respectiue!y, “L,S~,,‘LO ” [ 5 UL, 
which satisfy the separate memories condition. Here A is an assignment x I= t, p’= 
(x := t)p and the outgoing arc of A goes to a node C. 
The proof of Proposition 5.6 can be done similarly to that of Pro 
sitio .7. LetA-V3fOri=B,2,piE (forget)p l = ( forget)pz ,6m 
tnJ) 62 adpi) 3 
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roof. Let p = ~,,QQ, I E VU(p), 1, c ?VKI(p,) I2 E ?K!$), and II, L3 d are 
consistent interpretations. Then Vj = 1,2 A - @I l? implies Vj val( SA, Ij) = val( SB, 1;) 
and from Proposition 5.4 it follows Wj val( SA, Ij) =r !,(val( S,+ I)) and 
Wj val( SB, Ij) zT Zj(Vd( Ss, I )) 
so that 
Vj Ij(Val(SA, I)) z Zi(Val(SB. I)). 
This relation means that either both val( SA, I) and val( SBs I) are undefined or both 
are defined and Vj I.,(val(&, I)) = lJval(&, I)) holds. Suppose val( SA, I) f 
val( SB, I) in the last case. Then there exist a variable _V E base(p) and a term t E T 
over variables from base( CL) such that Wj Ij (y ) = Ij( t ) bul I( _v) f: I ( I). Further, 
The obtained contradiction yields val( SAr I) = val( SB, I). 0 
roof. We prove the theorem by induction of the number of nodes created in the 
course of algorithm 91. For a node [A, B, p] to which the entrance arc a,, goes in, 
the proof A -p B can be obtained by repeated application of Proposition 5.6. 
Suppose A, mcL A2 is true for all nodes [A,, AZ, p] created up to some step of 
algorithm 3. We prove now B, -I’ Bz for a node u’ = [B, , B,, v] created at current 
step of ‘3. Let an S-arc (i F (1~ 2)) a be drawn at this step from a node u = [A,. A’, p] 
to u’. Let a be the A-arc of u, and let w; be the path in Si beginning with the A-arc 
of Ai, passing only through assignment nodes and ending with an arc going to Bi. 
According to Propositions 5.5 and 5.6 we have I?, ml*l &, where pl = g,,,, ((A = 
,~:)\kq(B,~ B2,,~j)&p2=1 holdsforp,= rS[B,, &,(for- 
to the description of 91 w obtain v = p, , i.e., B, -” &. For 
the same reason the case eq( B, , I?,, p,) & p2 # means the existence of a node 
[B, , l-&, p2] among reachable nodes of S, x SI! and 
hypothesis. In this case we construct two new marks vi (i L 
-pz Bz by the induction 
1,2), where vi is obtained 
from pi by d-1-s G=.- 
b~~tl~lEj all elements c for which Sym( c) E P and 
Zij(%j~d(Sym(c))) c’ (2’E T(c, j) * Sym(c’) e X). 
in other words, as( vi) results from as(pi) by deleting all assertions A = p( t, , . . . , t,& 
at least one of the terms t,, . . . , t,, is not a va 
/U,] th&Xl :P_ll continu- 
eck p{li,***qf,l) 0 
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such a term collection tl t . . . , P,, which differs from the checked one in B, and & 
and coincides with the collection tested before reaching our state [ B1 s &, ~13. 
2 for i = 1,2. Now all premises of Proposi- 
at we have B, - “1 A”2 Bz . By t 
tion of 91, ~==prApz, but vispi for i= 1,2, hence ~3 vlAvz and B, -“I$ E. 
.9. If S, - S, then algorithm ‘)!r halts with success. 
. The proof follows from the fact that + cr B for each node [ 
S, x $ satisfying at least one of the conditions (3a)-(3c) checked in step 3. q 
We mention below four subclasses of through s&o-- lcllles for which the decidabiiity 
of equivalence was proved in previous works. 
(I) Schemes consi ered in [4]. All tests in these schemes are over the whole of 
scheme memory, all assignments are non-singular, i.e., the result also occurs among 
the arguments. 
(2) Schemes investigated in [3]. All predicate symbols in these schemes are 
monadic and they are tested only on a distinguished variable x; all assignments to 
this variable have x as the first argument, x := f (x, . . .). 
(3) Schemes considered in [63. 
(4) Schemes considered in [S]: all predicate symbols are monadic and condition 
(Tl ) is satisfied. 
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